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Suddenly, a cold voice quietly sounded in the room.

Below the hall, Lu Mingfeng looked at the man in front of him with a sullen face and cold
eyes, full of alert and fear.

Lu Mingfeng never thought that Mark was really not dead.

Moreover, he even stepped into The Twinfill directly and arrogantly now, completely
disrupting all Lu Mingfeng’s plans.

“You are really fateful.”

“You really came back alive.”

“Anyone who can survive the Chu Family’s attack.”

“It’s estimated that you are alone.”

After a brief panic , Lu Mingfeng soon calmed down.

Lu Mingfeng still knew something about Mark’s experience.

Their Lu family, as one of the four giants of Gritsberg, had some contacts with the Chu
family.

This time, they were instructed by the Chu family to take charge of Noirfork.

“The so-called master of Noirfork, Mark, has died under the siege of our Chu family.”

“Now the Noirfork group has no leader, you can take over Noirfork instead!” This is the
advice of the Chu family to Lu Mingfeng before leaving.

Before that, Lu Mingfeng was convinced.

But he never expected that the Chu family would have miscalculated.

Mark is not dead!



He came back alive.

“But, what about that?” “Now the overall situation is set. The Mufan Group that you
founded has been destroyed by my Lu Mingfeng.”

“The powerful and powerful people in the Quartet have all returned to me.”

“Now Noirfork is already. Peace, the overall situation is settled.”

“I, Lu Mingfeng, has become the sky of Noirfork!” “Even if you Mark come back, what
can you do?” “Could it be that you still want to go against the sky?” Lu Mingfeng sneered,
with a handsome face. Above, proud and proud in time.

“Yes, I know that your Mr. Chu is strong.”

“Taishan martial arts, you can turn the tide.”

“On Dongchang Lake, you became famous in one battle!” “But, you can beat one person,
ten people, how about a thousand people and a hundred people? “Mark ah Mark, no
matter how strong you are, you are only one person after all.”

“Behind me is a wealthy family, a family.”

“My Yang family is one of the four giants in the world.”

“The entire Vietnam, in terms of family background, who can compare to me?”

“And you?” “It’s just a country untouchable, after being poor.”

“You are alone and widowed, do you still want to compete with my Lu family?” Yes, this
is Lu Mingfeng’s reliance.

He knew that Mark was powerful, and only Mark could destroy gold and jade.

However, he is not afraid!

Because his origin and background are his greatest reliance.

From childhood to childhood, Lu Mingfeng has caused many troubles and provoke
countless people.

But without exception, when those people knew that Lu Mingfeng was the prince of the
Lu family, they not only stopped pursuing Lu Mingfeng’s fault, but also personally went
to the door to plead guilty.

This is power, this is the background!

Let your strength be strong, let your means reach the sky.



But in the face of power, no matter how strong people are, they can only bow their
heads obediently.

This is why, after seeing Mark’s method of standing in the air, Lu Mingfeng is still so
calm and fearless.

Because he knew that Mark didn’t dare to move him!

In this world, no one dared to touch him!

Silence~ Silence!

No one spoke, no one said that they were silent and speechless. Only Lu Mingfeng
smiled lightly, even sitting calmly at the table, holding a teacup and drinking.

Mark didn’t speak either, his thin figure stood there like that.

“Oh?” “Mr. Chu, why didn’t you speak anymore?” “Just now, weren’t you still
domineering and aggressive?” Lu Mingfeng smiled even more when he saw this.

Mark’s silence undoubtedly contributed to his arrogance.

Chapter 2098 Noisy!

He only thought that Mark was scared.

Think about it, too, the Lu Family is a powerful red man with a deep heritage, and the
family has been officials from generation to generation. In the center of Vietnam, they all
have a certain right to speak.

This kind of family, Ferguson Wu didn’t even have the qualifications to visit.

Relying on this strong background, any outsider, facing Lu Mingfeng, must be afraid of
three points.

Even Xu Lei, who is also the lord of the wealthy, did not dare to touch him at all.

Precisely because of this, Lu Mingfeng naturally wouldn’t even look at Mark as a hillbilly.

With pride in his heart, Lu Mingfeng continued to shake his head and smile.

“Haha~” “It seems that Mr. Chu is a smart man.”

“Know who can and cannot be offended.”

“Well, come over and pour me three glasses of wine, and then bow down to me.”



“And I swear that I will never enter the land of Noirfork again in this life.”

“So, I can let you go, let you leave safely, and no longer pursue your offense to this
young master today.”

Lu Mingfeng said lightly, looking at Mark’s gaze. , It’s all contempt and disdain.

Hearing this, Ericson and others suddenly clenched their palms.

I just feel that this Lu Mingfeng is simply arrogant and arrogant!

However, Ericson and others did not speak, with bloody faces, looking at Mark so quietly,
waiting for his decision.

After all, Lu Mingfeng was right, and their Lu family’s power was definitely not something
anyone could contend.

If Mark is willing to bow his head, Ericson and others have nothing to say.

Not only Ericson, but everyone in the hall was waiting for Mark’s choice.

However, who would have thought that the next moment, Mark suddenly smiled.

The smile was sharp, with three-point sarcasm and three-point ridicule.

“Huh?” “What are you laughing at?” “Hunboy, when you die, you still have a face to
smile!” Lu Mingfeng was immediately angry when he saw this.

Because of Mark’s smile, he was extremely unhappy.

“What am I laughing at?” “I laughed at you whimsically, laughing at your life and death.”

“I don’t even care about the Chu Family, let alone your mere Lu Family?” Mark sneered
coldly.

In Mark’s laughter, the temperature of the entire room also dropped sharply.

“Lu Mingfeng, Lu Mingfeng, you take yourself too high, you take me too small.”

“You don’t even know what kind of existence is standing in front of you!” “You don’t even
know, the ones you are proud of, in my eyes, are not worth mentioning!” Is landing.

Senran words, with endless power, swept all over the place.

Every time Mark said a word, he took a step forward in the direction of Lu Mingfeng, and
the power on his body immediately became rich.



In the end, Mark shouted angrily, and suddenly exploded all over his body.

“Let me bow down to toast? Let me kneel down and beg for mercy?” “A body of an ant,
do you deserve it too?” “Presumptuous! Whoever gives you the courage to say
something to Master Lu is not good enough to die?” Not waiting for Lu Mingfeng’s
reaction to Mark’s words, Wei Fu on the side suddenly exploded and yelled at Mark’s
majesty.

“Noisy!” However, Wei Fu just finished his words.

The next moment, I just listened to a cold drink.

Bang~ Then Mark kicked out!

Pouch~ Ribs are cracked and blood is flying.

Wei Fu, who was still majestic just now, was like a dead dog. He was kicked by Mark
and hit the high wall behind him with a body of hundreds of catties.

With a bang, the father’s head was directly opened.

The blood mingled with the brain, shooting everywhere.

The dilapidated corpse rubbed the wall and fell helplessly.

The grandmaster’s son, under Mark’s hand, had not even had time to scream, and he
was killed in Huangquan!

Dead!

Deathly silence.

The audience was silent, only Mark’s low voice echoed everywhere!

“Presumptuous! Something that doesn’t know the life or death, who gave you the
courage to speak rudely to Master Lu, and die?” Hearing what Mark said, Lu Mingfeng
didn’t wait for Lu Mingfeng to react. Wei Fu on the side exploded suddenly, facing Ye.
Fan Majesty shouted angrily.

“Noisy!” However, Wei Fu just finished his words.

The next moment, I just listened to a cold drink.

Bang~ Then Mark kicked out!

Pouch~ Ribs are cracked and blood is flying.



Wei Fu, who was still majestic just now, was like a dead dog. He was kicked by Mark
and hit the high wall behind him with a body of hundreds of catties.

With a bang, the father’s head was directly opened.

The blood mingled with the brain, shooting everywhere.

The dilapidated corpse rubbed the wall and fell helplessly.

The grandmaster’s son, under Mark’s hand, had not even had time to scream, and he
was killed in Huangquan!

Dead!

Deathly silence.

The audience was silent, only Mark’s low voice echoed everywhere!
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